
work together. play together.



TELEMEET CONNECT TABLES

Help set the tone for collaboration with TeleMeet Connect Tables. Well-suited to meet video 

conferencing requirements, TeleMeet provides a flexible, cost-effective and stylish solution for 

your virtual meeting needs. Available in bar height and on casters.



NOMAD SPORT TABLES

A fun, three-in-one solution for any space. This folding conference table doubles as a 

ping-pong table and converts to a marker board with optional dry erase surface for keeping 

meeting notes and tracking scores, it puts the FUN in functional.



BOLLA POP STORAGE

An amazing combination of geometry and physics, inner panels coil in and the natural 

compressive force holds the shelving system together without a single tool. Available in a 

variety of sizes and finishes for a POP of color wherever needed.



MARC MARKER BOARDS

Make the most of open areas with a marker board you can take with you! MARC Marker 

Boards are made using a powder-coated steel frame with handle and set on four locking 

casters - perfect mobility for brainstorming sessions wherever you are.



EYHOV WORKSTATIONS

Flexible and expandable Eyhov Workstations allow you to build and reconfigure your office 

space to meet the needs of your growing business environment. Create a home office, an 

entire workspace, or build-as-you-go with each component fitting seamlessly with the next.



THINKTANK TABLES

Crafted with a clean, minimal design intention, a solid base that doesn’t wobble when 

scribbling down notes, power options that make charging devices a breeze, and ample 

surface area to give everyone plenty of elbow room, ThinkTank Tables are the ideal space 

for your next gathering.



HOT SPOT TABLES

Hot Spot Conference Tables add a modern and unique look to any interior. Clean lines and 

a signature base provide inspiration, while the option to plug in and connect help make 

impromptu meetings and collaboration a breeze.



EYHOV SPORT TABLES

This modern 2-in-1 conference table transforms into a ping-pong table for a perfect way to 

loosen things up between meetings. Quickly convert your meeting space to a table tennis 

match with retractable ping-pong net, paddles and ping-pong balls, so you’ll be game-ready 

(and work ready). Game, set, and match!



About Scale 1:1

Founded in 2010, Scale 1:1 is a contemporary furniture company committed to 
producing compelling and innovative products. Made in the USA, Scale 1:1 products 
are designed, developed and manufactured in Los Angeles as part of the DeskMakers 
family of brands. With a focus on stimulating creativity and encouraging collaboration, 
Scale 1:1 offers furniture solutions for the contract furnishings industry, contemporary 
residential or retail spaces and beyond.

www.scale1to1.com  |  Let’s be friends! Instagram: @scale1to1


